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Abstract—This paper describes two experiments evaluating ecological interface design (EID), a novel theoretical framework for the design of interfaces for complex human-machine systems. According to EID, to properly support operator problem solving activities, an interface should display both the physical and functional properties of the work domain in the form of a multilevel representation based on the abstraction hierarchy. To evaluate this claim, two interfaces for a thermal-hydraulic process simulation were developed, one based on a traditional format containing only physical information (P) and another based on EID which also contained information about higher-order functional variables (P+Ф). The findings of Experiment 1 are consistent with the claim that an interface based on an abstraction hierarchy representation can provide more support for problem solving than an interface based on physical variables alone, thereby providing some initial support for the EID framework. There was also some evidence to indicate that theoretical expertise is required to enjoy the full benefits of the P+Ф interface. The findings of Experiment 2 indicate that subjects who exhibited effective diagnosis performance using the P+Ф interface tended to start their search at a high level of abstraction and gradually work their way down to more detailed levels, as predicted. Furthermore, previous experience with the DURESS system was found to be the most reliable background variable that predicted performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex human-machine systems pose a strong set of constraints on effective interface design. Because such systems usually consist of many components that interact, effective interface design must go beyond specification of surface features and must focus on the domain semantics [1], [28]. This puts a great demand on designers to understand and represent work domain constraints, so that they can identify the information and relations that need to be included in the interface. For complex systems, this is an onerous demand. Moreover, such systems are also characterized by events which are unfamiliar to operators and that have not been anticipated by designers [16]. In fact, it is during these circumstances that the threat to system safety is at its peak. Thus, it is also important that an interface provide operators with the information needed to cope with such unanticipated events. Traditional interface design practices do not address these features of complex human-machine systems, and so an alternative is needed.

Ecological interface design (EID) is a theoretical framework for interface design that is intended to address some of the unique properties of complex human-machine systems [26]. The framework, based on Rasmussen’s skills, rules, knowledge (SRK) taxonomy of levels of cognitive control [17], consists of three prescriptive design principles, each directed at providing the appropriate interface support for a specific level of cognitive control. In general terms, the goals of EID are twofold: to allow operators to effectively exploit their powerful perception and action capabilities, while also providing the support required for problem solving activities. This paper presents two experiments which evaluate how well the principles of EID achieve the latter goal.

There are several reasons to focus on support for problem solving, or knowledge-based behavior (KBB). The most challenging situations that operators face are those where the plant is in an unfamiliar and unanticipated abnormal state. Under these circumstances, operators are required to improvise a solution, typically by relying on KBB since the event is an unfamiliar one. Thus, it is critical that the interface provide the necessary support for such activities, particularly if one considers that: a) it is under these conditions that the potential for disaster is greatest, and b) that KBB is an effortful and error-prone activity under the best of circumstances [26].

The remainder of this section describes the theoretical framework guiding this research, the process simulation that served as a research vehicle, and the two interfaces that were used. This information will provide the background necessary to interpret the two experiments discussed in the remainder of the paper.

A. Theory

According to EID, an interface needs to represent the work domain as an abstraction hierarchy [18] if it is to properly support KBB. This multilevel representation format describes the various layers of constraint in the work domain. Each level represents a different model of the system. For many complex human-machine systems, five levels of constraint have been found to be of use: the purposes for which the system was designed (Functional Purpose); the intended causal structure of the process in terms of mass, energy, information, or value flows (Abstract Function); the basic functions that the plant is designed to achieve (Generalized Function); the characteristics of the components and the connections between them (Physical Function); and finally, the appearance and
spatial location of those components (Physical Form). Higher levels represent functional information about system purposes, whereas lower levels represent physical information about how those purposes are realized by plant components.

There are two advantages to adopting the abstraction hierarchy as a basis for interface design [26]. First, this approach allows one to identify, a priori, the information needed to cope with events which are unfamiliar to operators and which have not been anticipated by designers. This is a very important property since, as mentioned, such unanticipated events pose the greatest threat to system safety in complex systems. Whereas traditional approaches to interface design rarely make an attempt to deal with this problem, the abstraction hierarchy was explicitly designed to deal with unanticipated events. Second, the abstraction hierarchy is also a psychologically relevant problem representation. There is a significant body of empirical research from a number of quite diverse domains showing that problem solving protocols can be mapped onto an abstraction hierarchy representation (see [19] and [26] for reviews). Thus, in addition to satisfying the engineering requirement of containing the information needed to cope with unanticipated events, the abstraction hierarchy also satisfies the psychological requirement of providing a representation that is consistent with operators' problem solving processes.

B. Research Vehicle

The present research was conducted within the context of DURESS (DUAL REServoir System Simulation), a thermal-hydraulic process simulation that was designed to be representative of complex human-machine systems [22]. The system, illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of two redundant feedwater streams, each consisting of a pump and three valves, which can be configured to supply water to two reservoirs. The system goals are to keep each of the reservoirs at a prescribed temperature (40°C and 20°C), and to maintain enough water in each reservoir to satisfy each of the current externally determined demand flow rates (D1, D2). The means available for control are six valves (VA, VA1, VA2, VB, VB1, VB2), two pumps (PA, PB), and two heaters (H1, H2). (The version of the simulation used here did not have the capability for real-time control). The temperature (T1, T2) and volume (V1, V2) of the two reservoirs are also displayed.

The representation in Fig. 1 is the Physical (P) interface that was included as a control condition in Experiment 1, below. It contains information at three levels of the abstraction hierarchy: Functional Purpose representing the goal variables (volume, demand, and temperature); Physical Function representing the state of all of the pumps, valves, and heaters; and Physical Form representing the topographic layout of the system components. Functional information defined by the levels of Generalized Function and Abstract Function is absent from this interface (see [25] for an abstraction hierarchy of DURESS).

To evaluate the utility of the EID framework, a second interface based on the principles of EID was constructed. This interface, illustrated in Fig. 2, will be referred to as the P+F interface since it contains the physical information in the P interface as well as higher-order functional information. The design rationale behind this interface is described in detail [25], and so only a brief overview will be provided here. The first step was to develop an abstraction hierarchy representation for DURESS. This analysis indicated that there were two levels of information missing from the P interface, Generalized Function (representing flow rates and heat transfer rates), and Abstract Function (representing mass and energy balances). The second step was to embed these added levels of information into the new interface. This was done by mapping the underlying domain relationships onto geometric forms that are easy to perceive. For example, a quadrangle was designed to represent the mass balance state equation. The key point is that there is an isomorphic mapping between the variables and relations in the state equation and the perceptual properties of the quadrangle (e.g., length, area, and slope). Similar mappings were developed for other domain relationships. Note that the design of this interface is based on a representation of domain constraints that are relevant to the purposes for which the system was designed, not on operator tasks or specific events. Again, for more detail on the design of the P+F interface, see [25].

The P+F interface contains all levels of the abstraction hierarchy. Beginning at the top level of Functional Purpose, the demand (D1, D2) and temperature (T1, T2) setpoints are represented in the interface. For the temperature settings, the upper and lower limits around the setpoints (40°C and 20°C) are shown as vertical lines on the two temperature scales (T1 and T2, respectively). The level of Abstract Function is represented by the group of graphics on the right. This portion of the display will be described below. At the level of Generalized Function, the flowrates in each feedwater stream (e.g., FVA, FPB, FA1, FA2) and the heating rates (e.g., HTR1) are displayed as bar scales. At the level of Physical Function, the valve settings (e.g., VB) and heater settings
(e.g., HTR2) are indicated by the small triangular pointers on the respective scales. Since the pump settings (e.g., PB) are discrete (either ON or OFF), they are directly labeled on the pumps themselves. Finally, at the level of Physical Form, the location of the components and the connections between them are also represented.

With regard to the level of Abstract Function, the rectangular graphic on the left represents the mass balance for the reservoir, while the graphic on the right represents the energy balance. Both operate in a similar manner. Referring to Reservoir 1, the inputs are shown at the top (e.g., M11 for the mass and E11 for the energy), the inventories on the side (e.g., V1 for volume, or mass, and E1 for energy), and the outputs at the bottom (e.g., D1 for demand, or mass, and EO1 for energy). The energy inputs (E11 and E12) are partilled out according to the two contributors. The energy added by the feedwater is shown as the lightly shaded bar, while the energy added by the heater is shown as the dark bar. Intuitively, these energy and mass graphics rely on a funnel metaphor. Thus, if the bottom is wider than the top (i.e., output greater than input, as with the mass balance for Reservoir 1 in Fig. 2), then it is easy to visualize the consequence, namely that the volume should be decreasing. Thus, the slope of the line represents the rate at which the mass (or energy) inventory is changing. If input equals output, then the line would be perpendicular, indicating that the inventory should not change.

The graphic in the middle, between the mass and energy balances, illustrates the structure of the relationship between volume, energy, and temperature. The horizontal bar with a ball on the end that emanates from the current volume level is of fixed length. The height of this bar always accompanies any change in volume (i.e., the bar will always be at the same height as the water level, V1 or V2). The thick diagonal line in the center display is always tangent to the ball on the edge of the horizontal bar. Thus, a change in the vertical position of the horizontal bar serves to change the slope of the line in the center display. For example, if volume increases, the horizontal bar goes up, causing the diagonal to rotate counterclockwise, and thereby increasing the slope of the diagonal line. The slope of the diagonal represents the function that maps the amount of energy onto temperature. This mapping is indicated by the line from the energy inventory (E1, E2) that comes across and reflects off the diagonal and down onto temperature (T1, T2).

C. Overview

The remainder of this paper describes two experiments evaluating the extent to which an interface based on the principles of EID can support KBB. Experiment 1 compared the P and P+F interfaces for DURESS in the context of a combined diagnosis and memory task. In addition, the interaction between interface type and expertise was also
investigated. Experiment 2 was designed to investigate the reasons for the advantages that the P+F interface exhibited in Experiment 1. Thus, process tracing measures [27] were used to understand the cognitive processes involved in using the P+F interface during a diagnosis task. Furthermore, the effects of various dimensions of subjects' expertise were investigated to determine which dimensions were reliable predictors of performance, both in terms of product and process.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 was designed to serve two purposes, one relevant to basic psychological issues (the relationships between memory recall performance and expertise and interface design) and the other relevant to more pragmatic cognitive engineering issues (the effectiveness of the EID framework). The findings and discussion pertaining to the former issue were presented in [23]. The presentation here focuses solely on the findings relevant to the latter, more pragmatic set of issues. Since the method of the experiment has already been presented at great length in [23], only an abbreviated description will be provided here.

A. Hypotheses

The primary theoretical proposition evaluated in Experiment 1 was that an interface should reveal the structure of the work domain in the form of an abstraction hierarchy if it is to properly support KBB. If this is so, then one would predict that the P+F interface should result in superior diagnosis performance when compared to the P interface. In addition, it is also expected that the predicted interface advantage should be mediated by subjects' level of theoretical expertise, with expert subjects showing a larger advantage. The rationale here is that an understanding of the physical principles governing the behavior of the process is required in order for subjects to be able to interpret, and fully exploit the benefits of, the added levels of information in the P+F interface (see [21] for a more detailed justification).

B. Method

1) Experimental design: A 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 mixed factorial design with two within-subjects factors (Interface and Trial Type) and three between-subjects factors (Expertise, Order, and Sequence) was adopted for this experiment. There were two levels of Expertise: Experts and Novices. The Order factor, which refers to the order in which the subjects were exposed to the two interfaces, had two levels: interface first, and P interface second. The Sequence factor refers to the order in which the 4 blocks of 10 scenarios were presented to subjects. There were two levels: Forward (Block 1 to Block 4) and Backward (Block 4 to Block 1). The two within-subjects factors were factorially crossed and nested within each of the eight subject groups. As mentioned above, Interface had two levels: P and P+F. The P interface contained 16 variables corresponding to the states of the physical components (see Fig. 1), whereas the P+F interface contained 34 variables representing both physical and functional variables (see Fig. 2). There were also two Trial Types: Semantic and Random (see description of Trial Types, below). Subjects used each interface for two successive sessions. Each session consisted of 10 trials, with 5 replications of each Trial Type.

2) Experimental task: On each trial, a dynamic, real-time event sequence of the behavior of DURESS was presented for a duration varying from 25 to 30 seconds. These brief exposure times made the task a challenging one so as to maximize the chances of detecting interface effects. Thus, the important question is the relative performance differences between interface groups, not the absolute level of performance achieved by either group. Subjects viewed the scenario and tried to understand and remember as much as they could of what took place. In the instructions, subjects were told to concentrate on understanding rather than rote recall. While the event was being presented, no response was required. Once the event ended, the screen went blank and then a recall screen was automatically displayed.

The recall screen contained the 34 process variables which were presented in the P+F interface. Subjects were required to estimate the final value each of these variables had at the end of the preceding scenario. The procedure was the same regardless of which interface the subject was using. This means that, for the P interface, subjects were asked to estimate the values of variables that were not displayed. The reason for asking subjects to do this was to determine whether it was possible for them to derive the higher order functional variables from the physical variables that were displayed in the P interface. See [23] for more details about the memory recall procedure.

Once the recall procedure was terminated, subjects answered a set of structured questions evaluating their diagnosis of the previous event. The following questions were posed:

1) Was the scenario consistent with your understanding of the functional principles governing DURESS' behavior (admitting the possibility of a fault)? (If NO, then stop).
2) Did a fault or disturbance occur in the system during this scenario? (If NO, goto 4).
3) Describe the fault in as much detail as you can. Where was the fault? What did it consist of? (Stop here.)

1The rationale for adopting the memory recall measure is discussed at length in [21] and [23]. The basic idea is as follows. Previous research on expertise has shown that memory recall performance is a measure of domain understanding, with experts remembering more than novices after a brief presentation of the stimulus material. In this study, this finding was applied to evaluate displays. A poor display should impede subjects' understanding of system state, whereas a good display should enhance such understanding. As a result, one would expect that the better display would lead to better memory recall performance. For the data bearing on this hypothesis, see [23].

2In both of the experiments presented here, subjects were diagnosing canned scenarios, and not actively interacting with the system in a closed loop fashion. It is important to distinguish between these two situations since closed loop control provides subjects with a much richer set of means to manage a fault (e.g., acting on a component and observing the results). As a result, our findings cannot be easily generalized to closed-loop fault management. However, this does not mean that diagnosis, as studied here, is meaningless and not worthwhile studying. Diagnosis is a subset of the cognitive activities that make up closed-loop control and can play a significant role in fault management. Thus, the task conditions investigated in this paper, while certainly restricted compared to an interactive control task, are meaningful and worthwhile investigating on their own, as long as one does not blindly generalize from one situation to the other.
4) Given that there was no fault, provide a detailed functional description of what you observed.

In the instructions, subjects were only told that there would be 3 types of trials: scenarios 1) that exhibit a normal pattern of behavior according to physical principles; 2) that have a single fault or disturbance; and, 3) where the process variables would not be driven by a simulation of DURESS (on these trials, the behavior of the system would not obey physical laws). They were also told that there would be no trials with multiple faults and/or disturbances, and no trials with sensor failures. Note that subjects were not told what types of faults could appear, nor what the ratio of fault to normal to random trials were. Knowledge of results was not provided at any point during the experiment.

3) Subjects: Expert subjects were graduate students in either Mechanical or Nuclear Engineering. Following the rationale discussed earlier, these subjects were theoretical experts, not experts at controlling the system. In this study, theoretical experts are conceived as having a good conceptual understanding of the functional structure of the system. This construct was operationally defined and tested using a thermal-thermodynamics pre-test to be described below. Novices were graduate students who had never been enrolled in a science or engineering major. Expert subjects had taken an average of 5.73 graduate or undergraduate physics courses (range of 3 to 16) and 5.09 graduate or undergraduate thermodynamic or thermal-hydraulic courses (range of 3 to 9). In contrast, Novices averaged 0.75 physics courses (range of 0 to 2). No Novice had ever taken a thermodynamic or thermal-hydraulic course. The two subject groups were roughly equivalent on other demographic attributes. There were 12 subjects in each group, 2 females and 10 males. Subjects were paid a total of $24 for participating in the experiment.

4) Apparatus: The presentation of the scenarios and the subsequent recall procedure was conducted on a Zenith PC compatible microcomputer equipped with a Motorola 80386 CPU, a math coprocessor, a PC mouse, an EGA graphics card, and a NEC Multisync II color monitor. Both the P and P+F interfaces were in color. The scenarios were generated offline on a simulation of DURESS developed at Risø National Laboratory. The simulation was written in PC-DYSIM, a software package developed at Risø for the simulation of continuous dynamic processes [11].

5) Trial types: Each trial consisted of a dynamic event sequence illustrating DURESS’s behavior. The settings of the components did not change during the trial. Thus, the trajectory followed by the process variables was determined solely by the initial conditions and the particular fault (if any) introduced into the simulation, and not by any action taken on the system components. When present, faults were injected at an arbitrary point within the first 10 seconds of the scenario. During all of the trials, the pumps and valves in the two feedwater streams were configured in such a way that each stream was supplying water to both reservoirs.

There were five different types of trials in the Semantic condition, each occurring once within a session. In the steady state trial type, there were no changes in any of the system variables. In the second condition, there was a change in reservoir volume (either an increase or a decrease) caused by a difference between the mass input flow rate and the current demand. With the third trial type, a reservoir leak was introduced in one of the two reservoirs. This means that the volume gradient would be less than it should be, given the current input and output flow rates for the reservoir in question. The blocked valve trial type resulted in a complete blockage of one of the six valves. The effect was to reduce the flow through the affected valve to zero, thereby decreasing the supply of water to the reservoir(s) to which the failed valve was connected. The displayed state of the valve did not change. The fifth trial type consisted of a change in inlet water temperature (either an increase or a decrease). This caused a corresponding change in the temperature of both reservoirs.

The first two trial types were normal scenarios, whereas the last three types were fault scenarios.

The random scenarios contained the same set of trajectories as the Semantic scenarios except that trajectories that once belonged together were placed in different scenarios. In this way, the average temporal distribution properties of the variables displayed in the Random scenarios were identical to those of the Semantic scenarios. The primary difference between the two trial types was that the Random scenarios did not obey the laws of physics, whereas the Semantic scenarios did. Consequently, random trials exhibited nonsensical patterns that were characterized by multiple, simultaneous violations of system constraints during a single trial.

6) Procedure: The experiment consisted of one introductory session followed by four data collection sessions, each conducted on a different day. Subjects performed the task with one interface for two sessions, and then with the other interface for another two sessions. The order in which the two interfaces were presented was counterbalanced. The entire experiment lasted from 4 to 6 hours.

During the first session, subjects were given a general introduction to the experiment and read a brief description of the physical properties of the DURESS simulation. They then took a pre-test of thermal-thermodynamics knowledge, consisting of 20 multiple-choice questions related to the context of DURESS, to evaluate their theoretical knowledge of thermal-hydraulics. A maximum of 30 minutes was allotted for taking the test. Finally, subjects were given descriptions of the 34 variables in DURESS, the labels that were used to identify each variable throughout the experiment, and the procedure for recalling the state of these variables. Subjects also practiced the recall procedure.

3The random trial manipulation was included to determine if performance on normal trials was solely due to the differences in form between the two interfaces (as opposed to content). According to EID, the P+F interface should lead to better performance than the P interface, in part, because it contains added levels of abstraction not found in the P interface. Making the trials random removes this content because the higher-order relationships that usually exist between variables are violated. Thus, the benefit of added content is removed. However, making the trials random does not affect the form of the two interfaces in any way. Thus, if performance differences between the two interfaces on normal trials are merely due to differences in form, then making the trials random should not affect performance. In fact, memory recall performance on random trials was significantly worse than on normal trials, thereby supporting the claim that the differences in content between the two interfaces are important [23].
At the beginning of the first session with each interface, subjects were introduced to the interface they would be using for the next two sessions. For the first data collection session only, the experimental task was explained to subjects. Each session consisted of 10 trials. Since the primary comparison of interest for trial types was between meaningful and non-meaningful trials (see footnote 2), and not between the specific trial types listed above, half of the trials were Semantic and half were Random. The order of the trials was randomized within a session with the added constraint that no more than three Semantic or Random trials appear successively. Each event sequence was presented only once to each subject. All subjects received the same 40 scenarios in the two sequences described earlier.

7) Performance measures: The primary performance measure reported here is diagnosis accuracy. Three levels of analytic resolution were adopted evaluating how well subjects could discriminate: 1) Random from Semantic trials; 2) Random from Normal from Fault trials; and finally, 3) the exact trial type (see description of Trial Types, above). The categories in Levels 1 and 2 are exhaustive and mutually exclusive so there is no ambiguity. At Level 3, subjects had to give a correct description of the specific event similar to the labels for the trial types provided above if their diagnosis was to be scored as correct. It was not sufficient to merely describe the variable values observed on the screen. Scoring was conducted by the first author. The various methods used to measure memory recall performance are described in [23].

B. Results

The analyses presented here are based on data collected from the second session with each interface only, since the first session with each interface served as practice. Only the results pertinent to the hypotheses presented earlier are described here. For additional analyses and results, including traditional analysis of variance, see [22], [23]. In cases where within-subject comparisons were of interest, data were analyzed according to the method recommended by Hammond, Hamm, Grassia, and Pearson [9]. This involves evaluating the predicted result for each and every subject, and then aggregating over subjects to determine how many conformed to the prediction. This procedure provides a more meaningful analysis than the traditional comparison of potentially statistically “mythical” group means.

This section is divided into 3 subsections: expertise effects, diagnosis accuracy, and correlation between diagnosis and memory.

1) Expertise effects: The results of the thermal hydraulics pre-test will be described first. Experts’ pre-test scores ranged from 10 to 18 with a mean of 14.67. Novices’ test scores ranged from 4 to 12 with a mean of 9.58 (out of a maximum of 20). A Mann-Whitney U test [20] indicated that this difference in means is statistically significant (U = 10, p < 0.002).

Two conclusions can be derived from this analysis. First, the experts clearly outperformed the novices, thereby validating the selection criterion that was adopted for defining the two subject groups. Second, the knowledge of experts is not completely accurate, as evidenced by the fact that no subject attained a perfect score.

Several other informal observations shed further light on the nature of the expertise effects in Experiment 1. It seemed that there were substantial differences between subjects in the Expert condition. The best subject, for instance, derived the state equations describing the system dynamics from first principles upon reading the verbal description of DURESS! He then used these equations to answer the pre-test questions. On some trials, this subject’s memory recall performance was on the order of 2% error. This is a remarkable achievement when one considers that subjects were being asked to remember the final values of 34 variables that were changing and only visible for 25 to 30 seconds. One or two other expert subjects exhibited this level of proficiency on some trials as well, but most of the other “experts” were not nearly as accurate. Thus, it seems that our definition of theoretical expertise can be improved.

2) Diagnosis: As mentioned earlier, three levels of analytic resolution were adopted for scoring diagnosis accuracy, Level 1 being the coarsest and Level 3 being the finest. The predicted superiority of the P+F over the P interface for diagnosis was evaluated for each individual subject. Aggregation over subjects was accomplished by counting the number of subjects whose behavior conformed to this prediction. A statistical test was then performed using a Sigs Test [20]. Accordingly, there were actually 24 individual experiments testing the theoretical prediction, one for each subject.

The results from this analysis are presented in Table I. For the Experts, the results indicate that the P+F interface was clearly better than the P interface at Levels 2 and 3 (p < 0.004 and p < 0.001, respectively) and approaching significance at Level 1 (p < 0.066). In contrast, the effect of Interface was not significant at any of the levels of analysis for Novices. These results indicate that the P+F interface resulted in superior diagnosis when compared to the P interface for Experts, but that there was no statistically significant difference between interfaces for Novices, as predicted.

The preceding analysis only provides a test of the effect of Interface for each of the two Expertise groups. A more direct assessment of the predicted interaction between Interface and Expertise can be performed using a one-tailed exact probability test. For each of the three levels of analysis, a 2 × 3 contingency table was derived with one dimension representing Expertise and the other dimension representing the ordinal performance relationship between interfaces (see
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**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>P+F &gt; P</th>
<th>TIES</th>
<th>p&lt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL</strong></td>
<td><strong>P+F &gt; P</strong></td>
<td><strong>TIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>p&lt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Experts (n = 12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>P+F &gt; P</th>
<th>TIES</th>
<th>p&lt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEVEL</strong></td>
<td><strong>P+F &gt; P</strong></td>
<td><strong>TIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>p&lt;</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Novices (n = 12)
Table II. The Expertise dimension had two levels, Novice and Expert, whereas the performance dimension had three levels, P+F better than P, P better than P+F, and P+F equals P. The results are illustrated in Table II. At Level 1, the result failed to reach significance (p > 0.10). However, at Level 2, there was a statistically significant interaction between Interface and Expertise (p = 0.0211). A similar pattern was obtained for Level 3 (p = 0.0460). The results obtained from Levels 2 and 3 therefore suggest that the Experts benefitted more from the P+F interface than did the Novices, as predicted.

3) Correlation between diagnosis and memory: Another way to evaluate the importance of presenting higher order functional variables is to examine the correlation between diagnosis performance and memory for physical and functional variables. If the functional information in the P+F interface is indeed critical to diagnosis as predicted, then one would expect that diagnosis performance would be better correlated with memory for functional variables than with memory for physical variables. An analysis of these data over all subjects [23] reveals that there is a marginally significant correlation between diagnosis and memory for Functional variables (r(22) = 0.400, p < 0.0528), whereas the correlation with memory for Physical variables is not significant (r(22) = −0.258, n.s.) Thus, the better the diagnosis, the lower the memory error for Functional variables. This result supports the claim that higher order Functional variables are critical to diagnosing the system state, including faults.

C. Discussion

How consistent are these results with the two hypotheses put forth earlier? It was predicted that the P+F interface would result in more accurate diagnosis than the P interface, particularly for Experts. There was strong evidence indicating that the P+F interface was in fact superior to the P interface in terms of diagnosis. The importance of higher levels of abstraction was also supported by the significant correlation between diagnosis performance and memory for Functional variables, a relationship that did not exist with memory for Physical variables.

As for the interaction between Interface and Expertise, several results were consistent with this prediction. A Sign Test analysis of the diagnosis data indicated that the P+F interface was significantly superior to the P for Experts but not for Novices. In addition, a contingency table analysis of those same data revealed a statistically significant interaction between Interface and Expertise at Levels 2 and 3. However, these results must be interpreted with caution, since these effects were not statistically significant in an ANOVA of the same data [23].

There are several reasons to believe that the equivocal results on the interaction between Interface and Expertise may have been due to the definition of theoretical expertise that was adopted in this experiment. First, although there was a statistically significant difference between Experts and Novices on the pre-test (and in memory recall performance as well, [23]), there was some overlap in the two distributions. This is unexpected given the significant difference in educational background between the two groups. Second, no subject received a perfect score on the pre-test. This is also surprising since the Experts had taken several undergraduate and graduate level courses on physical principles similar to, and much more complex than, those governing DURESS’ behavior. Third, there were rather noticeable differences between subjects in the Expert group. Some were obviously “more expert” than others (e.g., the subject who derived the system equations from first principles). Although it was not possible to confirm this, it seems possible that the graduate students who performed best were probably involved in research that relied on the same physical principles that are relevant to DURESS. In contrast, the other graduate students in the Expert group had taken the same number and type of courses but probably were not using these physical principles on a daily basis. Thus, while the selection criterion adopted in this experiment for Expertise was valid enough to lead to some statistically significant differences in performance, it is clear that a more refined definition of expertise would be desirable. This issue was addressed in Experiment 2.

Finally, Experiment 1 is also limited in that it did not investigate how subjects used the information in the P+F interface. Now that it has been demonstrated that an interface based on EID can lead to more effective performance for tasks requiring KBB, it would be useful to know more about the cognitive processes that are elicited by such an interface. Knowledge of cognitive processes would also elucidate in more detail why the P+F interface exhibits the performance advantages revealed in Experiment 1. This issue was also investigated in Experiment 2.

III. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 compared the performance of subjects of different backgrounds on a diagnosis task (see footnote 2) using only the P+F interface for DURESS. The study was designed with two distinct purposes in mind: a) to examine in detail the problem solving strategies employed by subjects in diagnosis scenarios with the P+F interface for DURESS, and b) to explore alternate ways of classifying subjects’ backgrounds to
determine which factors are predictive measures of expertise at this task. The rationale behind each of these questions will be addressed next.

A. Rationale

1) Problem solving strategies: EID predicts that an interface that contains information at all levels of the abstraction hierarchy will provide better support for KBB than an interface that contains only a subset of that information. Experiment 1 generated empirical support for this claim. However, in addition to making claims about product, EID can also be used to generate claims about process. That is, the advantages of an EID interface for KBB can be explained in terms of the cognitive strategies that are intended to be induced by such an interface. As a result, it is possible to make specific predictions relating cognitive strategies and the efficacy of task performance.

As Vicente and Rasmussen [26] have pointed out, effective reasoning within an abstraction hierarchy representation should reveal itself in several empirically observable ways. First and foremost, it should be possible to meaningfully map problem solving protocols onto an abstraction hierarchy representation of the domain. Fortunately, Bisantz and Vicente [2] have developed a formal abstraction hierarchy model of DURESS in LISP that can be used in Experiment 2 as a problem space for interpreting subjects’ problem solving strategies. An overview of this problem space is provided in Fig. 3. Each “cell” in this problem space consists of a representation of DURESS (at a specific level of abstraction and aggregation). The space consists of three types of relations. Means-end links connect the levels of abstraction shown vertically in Fig. 3. Part-whole links connect levels of aggregation shown horizontally in Fig. 3. Finally, topological links connect objects within any cell at a given level of abstraction and aggregation. For a detailed discussion of the representations of DURESS summarized in Fig. 3, see [2].

Second, one would also expect that subjects’ problem solving trajectories would begin at a high level of abstraction and gradually focus in on lower levels, thereby exploiting the goal-relevant constraint provided by the hierarchy. This type of “zooming in” behavior, generally moving from the upper left to the lower right corner of Fig. 3, has indeed been observed in other studies of practical problem solving (see [19] and [26] for reviews). These observations are also consistent with recent research on problem solving expertise which has consistently shown that experts spend a great deal of their time analyzing the functional structure of a problem at a high level of abstraction before narrowing in on more concrete details [8].

In contrast to these effective strategies, ineffective problem solving performance should be characterized by thinking predominantly at lower levels of abstraction, i.e., in the lower right corner of Fig. 3. Problem solving solely within lower levels is difficult because of the high dimensionality of the problem representation at lower levels in the hierarchy and because of the large number of interactions between components. In summary, subjects who do not exploit the hierarchical nature of the abstraction hierarchy representation and the functional relationships embedded in the P+F interface are expected to not do as well as those who do. These hypotheses were tested in Experiment 2 by adopting process tracing techniques and correlating process measures with measures of performance, or product.

2) Expertise: The expertise aspect of this study is more exploratory in nature. It was prompted by the observation that, in retrospect, many studies of expertise have employed oversimplified classifications of expertise, placing subjects into one of two broad and vaguely defined groups: novice or expert. Often, little consideration is given either to the precise set of skills possessed by each individual or to the level of ability in the specific context of the task presented to subjects (cf. [14]). As a result, such studies do not address the fact that reasoning strategies and performance may differ significantly from subject to subject, as a function of the relationship between each individual’s unique background and the specific demands of the task they are asked to perform. The limitations associated with a simplistic novice/expert classification were evident in Experiment 1 where there were marked differences in performance even among “Experts”. Experiment 2 sought to discover a more valid and refined definition of expertise. This was accomplished in two ways: first, by classifying each subjects’ background along several dimensions which may be relevant to task performance; second, through deliberate sampling for heterogeneity [4]. Thus, we sought out subjects who varied along the various experience dimensions just mentioned. No specific hypotheses were tested. Rather, this aspect of the study was exploratory, attempting to determine
TABLE III
ACADEMIC EXPERTISE RATINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 PhD in Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PhD in Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 BSc Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 BSc Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 BSc Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 BSc Civil Engineering</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Diploma Mech. Eng. Technology</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Stationary Engineering (1st class)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 3rd Year Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 1st Year Engineering Science</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 BSc Physiology</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 BSc Psychology</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
ANALYTICAL WORK EXPERIENCE RATINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 Modeling of thermal/fluid systems</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Analysis of flows in reactor piping</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 HVAC* analysis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Superficial analytical experience**</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Superficial analytical experience**</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Marginal analytical experience**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Marginal analytical experience**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others None</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*HVAC = Heating/Ventilating/Air Conditioning
**Superficial analytical experience was the rating given to subjects who had secondary experience in analyzing thermal/fluid systems. For example, subject 7 had some basic experience in piping analysis. Marginal analytical experience was the rating given to subjects who had been exposed to analysis of thermal-hydraulic systems in the context of other work.

TABLE V
DURESS EXPERIENCE RATINGS (SYSTEM KNOWLEDGE, P+F EXPERIENCE, CONTROL EXPERIENCE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Extensive</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Moderate</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Moderate</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Marginal</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Marginal</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others None</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Extensive</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Substantial</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Moderate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Limited</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Marginal</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others None</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 Extensive</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Extensive</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others None</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which dimensions of experience would be good predictors of task performance, both in terms of product and process.

B. Method

1) Subjects: The subjects for this second experiment were selected with the intention that they should represent a broad variety of expertise, both in terms of type and amount. Five different dimensions were included. The first two dimensions were orthogonal: academic and practical experience. Practical expertise was further subdivided into analytical work experience and operating work experience. Subjects were also classified according to their previous knowledge of the DURESS system, of the P+F interface, and their experience in controlling a real-time interactive version of DURESS (see [15]). The assignment of values to subjects along these five dimensions is admittedly subjective but is justifiable given the exploratory nature of the questions being asked.

Academic expertise was judged on the basis of amount of formal education and relevance to the subject area. On this dimension, the subjects ranged from a psychology student with no background in either thermal-hydraulics or physics up to a professor of biomedical engineering holding a Ph.D. in electrical engineering who had taken several thermal-hydraulics/physics courses. The rating scheme for subjects assigned a mark ranging from 0 (lowest) to 5.0 (highest). Each score was adjusted plus or minus 0.5 according to the details of the subject's education. The ratings assigned to the various subjects for this dimension are shown in Table III.

Analytical work experience was defined as the amount of professional work experience in analyzing thermal and/or fluid systems. Subjects were rated on the basis of the amount and degree of relevance of experience that was specific to the task presented in this experiment. As shown in Table IV, subjects ranged from no analytical work experience (a rating of zero) to experience in modeling both thermal and fluid systems (a rating of 10) on this dimension.

Operating work experience in process control systems was judged solely on the basis of amount. The only subject with any practical operating experience (twenty-seven years as a power plant operator) was given a rating of 1. All others were assigned a rating of zero.

Finally, subjects were assessed on three related measures regarding their experience with the DURESS system. The first was prior knowledge of the structure and functionality of DURESS (subsequently referred to as "DURESS system knowledge"). The second was prior experience with the P+F interface. Thirdly, a score was given based on subjects' experience at controlling DURESS. This measure arose as a result of two subjects (11 and 12) who had participated in a separate experiment (see [15]) which involved the use of an updated, interactive version of DURESS (known as DURESS II). These were the only two subjects with any experience in directly controlling DURESS. They had controlled DURESS II each weekday for approximately one hour for a total of 6 weeks. A special note should be made with respect to subject 11. In the experiment involving DURESS II, he did not use the P+F interface used in this experiment. Instead, he had control experience with the P interface used in Experiment 1, which has some overlap with the P+F interface. As such, he was given a lower score on experience with the P+F interface than subject 12, who did use the P+F interface in the experiment with DURESS II. Note also that subject number 2 was the designer of the DURESS system and the P+F interface. The ratings for DURESS experience are summarized in Table V.
A total of twelve subjects were tested. Sex differences were (inadvertently) controlled for, as all the subjects were male. The subjects ranged in age from 19 to 55 years old. The subjects were each paid $14 for their participation in the experiment.

2) **Apparatus:** DURESS was run on a clone PC-AT with a math coprocessor and a VGA color display. Subjects’ verbal protocols were recorded with a Sony model CCD-V101 video camera. The DURESS simulation was the same as that used in Experiment 1.

3) **Scenario types:** There were five distinct scenario types, each of which was presented twice. These were the same scenario types used in Experiment 1 except that no Random scenarios were used this time. Of the five types, two were classified as normal system behavior: steady-state, and a change in volume taking place in one of the reservoirs. The remaining three scenario types were fault situations: a reservoir leak, a blocked valve, and a change in the temperature of the inlet water.

4) **Procedure:** When subjects arrived, they were first asked to fill out a demographic questionnaire which was later used as a basis for rating each subject’s level of expertise. They were then asked to read a brief introduction to the experiment, followed by a technical description of DURESS. Once they had completed reading the technical description, the subjects were asked to complete a multiple choice test consisting of twenty questions to evaluate their knowledge of thermal-hydraulics. When the test was completed, the subjects were shown a static version of the P+F interface on the PC, as it would appear during the experiment. The experimenter then described the functioning of the interface. Following this, the subjects viewed ten scenarios of DURESS’ behavior, each lasting for about 60-70 seconds. The scenarios consisted of two of each of the five types mentioned previously. All subjects viewed the same ten scenarios in the same order.

Subjects were told that their task was to diagnose the behavior of the system. They were told that the simulation represented a “real life” system, and that it was vulnerable to the same types of failures as any such system would be. Subjects were asked to think out loud as they reasoned about what they thought was happening. They were also asked to point to the part of the system they were thinking about whenever possible, in order to clarify what it was that they were referring to as they verbalized their thoughts.

Based in part on the findings of Ericsson and Simon [6] that retrospective analysis sometimes produces data that are inconsistent with the recorded behavior of subjects, it was decided to use concurrent rather than retrospective protocols. However, some retrospective data were accepted at the conclusion of each scenario. If the subject was in the middle of a verbalization, or series of verbalizations as the trial ended (at which point the screen went blank), they were given the option of using a photocopy of the interface to aid them in completing their analysis. All of this was recorded with the video camera.

5) **Performance measures:** The verbal protocols given by each subject were transcribed and mapped onto the two dimensional problem space illustrated in Fig. 3. A description of the mapping procedure and an example of its application are presented in the Appendix. Both product and process measures were then extracted for analysis.

There were two primary product measures, diagnosis accuracy and understanding. For diagnosis, one point was awarded if the subject correctly identified the correct system state (for normal scenarios) or fault (for fault scenarios). A half point was given for indirect or partial identification of the state/fault. For understanding, one point was awarded if the subject demonstrated a good understanding of the system through their description/reasoning. A half point was given if the subject made only a minor slip, or if it could not reasonably be shown that the subject did not understand the system. These measures were then aggregated across the 10 trials, resulting in a total diagnosis score (out of 10) and a total understanding score (out of 10) for each subject. An overall performance measure (out of 20) was obtained for each subject by adding the diagnosis and understanding scores. The overall score was also subdivided to obtain scores for the four normal scenarios (out of 8), and for the six fault scenarios (out of 12).

Four process measures were extracted from the mapped protocols. First, the proportion of verbalizations expressed by subjects in each separate cell of the means-end/part-whole space (see Fig. 3) was determined. Second, the frequency with which subjects started their reasoning trajectories at each level of abstraction was also obtained. Third, the ratio of links (means-end, part-whole, or topological) which the subjects explicitly traversed in navigating through the problem space to the total number of distinct verbalizations expressed was also calculated. This was intended to act as a measure of the level of logical coherence in the subjects’ reasoning trajectories (from the frame of reference provided by the abstraction hierarchy). Thus, subjects with a high score exhibited a great deal of connected verbalizations, whereas those with a low score typically voiced thoughts that were unrelated to each other. Fourth, the number of abstraction changes subjects made (both implicitly and explicitly) as a proportion of the total verbalizations expressed per trial was also calculated.

C. **Results**

Because of the small sample size and the exploratory nature of the study, the analyses consisted of an examination of the Pearson product-moment correlations existing between the various variables of interest. Expertise effects were investigated by analyzing the relationship between the various background measures and the product and process measures of performance. Strategy effects were investigated by analyzing the relationship between process and product measures.

1) **Thermal hydraulic pre-test:** Scores on the thermal hydraulic pre-test ranged from 9 to a perfect 20, with a mean of 13.5. The scores were significantly correlated with previous knowledge of DURESS ($r(10) = 0.686, p < 0.05$) and the P+F interface ($r(10) = 0.608, p < 0.05$), both of which are experience measures. Pre-test scores were also correlated with logical coherence ($r(10) = 0.733, p < 0.01$) and the proportion of explicit abstraction changes in relation to the total number of verbalizations expressed ($r(10) = 0.805, p < 0.01$) both of which are process measures. However, performance on the
pre-test was not significantly correlated with any of the product measures of performance, suggesting that the test did not have a great deal of predictive power.

2) DURESS system knowledge: Previous knowledge of DURESS emerged as the one most strongly correlated with performance. It was significantly correlated with diagnosis ($r(10) = 0.688, p < 0.05$), understanding ($r(10) = 0.719, p < 0.01$), and overall performance ($r(10) = 0.756, p < 0.01$). It was significantly correlated with performance on fault trials ($r(10) = 0.672, p < 0.05$), but not with performance on normal trials ($r(10) = -0.059, n.s.$). It was also highly correlated with logical coherence ($r(10) = 0.843, p < 0.01$), the proportion of explicit abstraction changes ($r(10) = 0.787, p < 0.01$), and the proportion of verbalizations expressed at the Abstract Function level ($r(10) = 0.613, p < 0.05$). Obviously, domain specific knowledge is an important prerequisite for successful performance.

3) P+F experience: Experience with the P+F interface was also significantly correlated with diagnosis ($r(10) = 0.673, p < 0.05$), understanding ($r(10) = 0.688, p < 0.05$), and overall performance ($r(10) = 0.732, p < 0.01$). It was also significantly correlated with performance on fault trials ($r(10) = 0.601, p < 0.05$), but again, not on normal trials ($r(10) = 0.042, n.s.$). It too, was highly correlated with logical coherence ($r(10) = 0.768, p < 0.01$) and the proportion of explicit abstraction changes ($r(10) = 0.636, p < 0.05$). These findings mirror those presented above because DURESS system knowledge and P+F experience were correlated in our sample of subjects (see Table V).

4) DURESS control experience: DURESS control experience was not correlated with any performance measures.

5) Education: The level of formal education was significantly correlated with understanding ($r(10) = 0.618, p < 0.05$), but not with diagnosis ($r(10) = 0.487 n.s.$). It was still, however, significantly correlated with overall performance ($r(10) = 0.592, p < 0.05$). Education was correlated strongly with performance on fault trials ($r(10) = 0.713, p < 0.01$), but not correlate significantly with performance on normal trials ($r(10) = 0.522 n.s.$).

6) Analytical work experience: Analytical work experience was significantly correlated with education ($r(10) = 0.672, p < 0.05$), but was not significantly correlated with any performance measures.

7) Operating work experience: Operating work experience was not significantly correlated with any of the performance measures.

8) Problem space analysis: For each valid cell in the part-whole/means-end (see Fig. 3, or Appendix) the proportion of each subject’s verbalizations in that cell was averaged over the ten trials. It should be noted that the values varied fairly widely for each subject depending on the trial type. This is to be expected since individual problem solving trajectories are constrained by the specific context of each scenario. However, the purpose of this analysis was to determine if there any trends that were invariant across the noted differences in scenarios. The results are presented in Table VI.

The proportion of verbalizations in the Generalized-Function/Component cell had a significant negative correlation with understanding ($r(10) = -0.621, p < 0.05$) and overall performance ($r(10) = -0.601, p < 0.05$). It was also negatively correlated with experience with the P+F interface ($r(10) = -0.616, p < 0.05$). The proportion of verbalizations in the Physical-Form/Component cell, on the other hand, was positively correlated with overall performance ($r(10) = 0.575, p < 0.05$) and diagnosis ($r(10) = 0.611, p < 0.05$). The proportion of verbalizations in this cell was also well correlated with all three of the predictor variables surrounding experience with DURESS: DURESS system knowledge ($r(10) = 0.654, p < 0.05$), P+F interface experience ($r(10) = 0.708, p < 0.01$), and DURESS control experience ($r(10) = 0.785, p < 0.01$).

9) Logical coherence: The ratio of links explicitly traversed as part of a sequence of connected verbalizations to the total number of verbalizations expressed was adopted as a measure of the logical coherence of subjects’ reasoning trajectories. The mean value for this variable was 0.13 with a range of 0.03 to 0.29. It was significantly correlated with diagnosis ($r(10) = 0.833, p < 0.01$), understanding ($r(10) = 0.656, p < 0.05$), and overall performance ($r(10) = 0.804, p < 0.01$), as well as with performance on fault trials ($r(10) = 0.630, p < 0.05$). As noted above, it was also strongly correlated with three of the predictor variables: DURESS system knowledge ($r(10) = 0.843, p < 0.01$), experience with the P+F interface ($r(10) = 0.768, p < 0.01$), and the pre-test score ($r(10) = 0.773, p < 0.01$).

10) Trajectory initialization: The level of abstraction at which subjects began their trajectories was expected to provide information regarding the type of strategy that the subjects were utilizing (e.g., top-down vs. bottom-up). The proportion of trials begun at the Abstract Function level was positively correlated with diagnosis ($r(10) = 0.614, p < 0.05$), understanding ($r(10) = 0.697, p < 0.01$), and overall performance ($r(10) = 0.704, p < 0.01$). This measure was also strongly correlated with DURESS system knowledge ($r(10) = 0.803, p < 0.01$) and experience with the P+F interface ($r(10) = 0.754, p < 0.01$), as well as with the level of logical coherence exhibited ($r(10) = 0.736, p < 0.01$). It was also found that the proportion of trials begun at the Physical Function level, a lower level of abstraction, was negatively correlated with understanding ($r(10) = -0.567, p < 0.05$).

D. Discussion

1) Expertise effects: The results concerning the predictor variables will be discussed first. As mentioned previously, the thermal-hydraulic pre-test was not significantly correlated with
any of the primary performance measures. It will therefore not be discussed further.

The predictors most strongly correlated with performance were previous knowledge of the DURESS system and the P+F interface. The five subjects who had prior knowledge of DURESS and the P+F interface sometimes seemed to make their diagnoses of the system in a “recognition-based” manner (cf. [10]), resembling rule-based behavior. They often seemed to make the connection between the symptoms exhibited by the system and their causes without proceeding through any intermediate steps. This can likely be attributed to the fact that they had previous exposure to the typical behavior of the system. On the occasions where these subjects could not recognize the situation, they were nonetheless able to utilize their understanding of the interface along with their mental models of DURESS to aid them in their diagnosis.

Experience at directly controlling DURESS was not significant in enhancing subjects’ ability to perform diagnosis tasks. In part, this may be due to the fact that the previous experiment, in which subjects 11 and 12 had been required to control DURESS [15], exposed them to only three fault situations, whereas 60% of the trials in this study were classified as fault trials. It is also possible that this result was due to the fact that the present study required diagnosis of “canned” scenarios, whereas the previous experiment required subjects to compensate on-line for any faults which might occur, so that the system goals were satisfied. Because of this difference, the fault management task used in [15] did not necessarily require a root cause diagnosis of the state of the system (see footnote 2). This may explain why control experience was not a strong predictor of diagnosis performance.

The remaining subjects, being unfamiliar with DURESS, were forced to rely on a strictly knowledge-based approach supported only by their general knowledge, the (unfamiliar) P+F interface, and whatever mental model of DURESS they had been able to form from the pre-experimental material. In light of these factors, the reasons for the correlations which emerged become relatively clear. It is worth noting however, that if the subjects had been allowed a number of practice trials before beginning the actual experiment, the effects of prior knowledge may have been reduced to some degree.

Education was also well correlated with two of the primary performance measures, including overall performance. The level of formal education (with relevance to the experimental task) was likely a factor influencing the ease with which subjects could understand the constraints of the system and integrate information about the system into a coherent mental model.

DURESS knowledge, experience with the P+F interface, and education all showed significant correlations with performance on fault trials but not normal trials. This may have been due to the fact that, when faced with a scenario in which some of the constraints governing the normal operation of the system were violated, those subjects with a fuller understanding of those constraints were better able to interpret and integrate the information made available by the P+F interface. On normal trials it was simply not necessary to know as much about the system in order to understand its behavior.

The fact that seems to emerge from all of these results is that prior knowledge of DURESS and the P+F interface, and not practical or general experience, appears to be the most relevant measure of expertise in the context of this study. This finding is consistent with recent research pointing to the highly context-specific nature of skill (e.g., [12], [14]).

2) Effects of strategy: As already mentioned, previous research has shown that in practical problem solving situations, experienced operators tend to begin their reasoning trajectories at a high level of abstraction and gradually focus in on lower levels [26]. Starting at a higher level allows one to “see the forest through the trees”, providing a means for deciding which part of the system warrants a more detailed inspection. This results in a directed, coherent, and economical mode of problem solving, as many irrelevant details are readily eliminated from consideration.

Having established that prior knowledge of DURESS and the P+F interface seem to be the most appropriate measures of expertise in the context of this experiment, one might expect that the degree of knowledge along these dimensions would correlate well with the proportion of trajectories initiated at higher levels of abstraction. This is indeed the case, as shown by the strong correlations between the number of trajectories starting at the Abstract Function level and both DURESS knowledge and experience with the P+F interface.

In further support of the rationale outlined above, it was found that the proportion of trajectories initiated at the Abstract Function level correlated well with the performance measures and with the average level of logical coherence of the verbalization sequences. Conversely, it was also found that initiating trajectories at a lower level, examining individual components that are all highly interconnected, had a negative effect on performance. Specifically, the finding was that there was a significant negative correlation between the proportion of trajectories initiated at the Physical Function level and understanding.

The logical coherence of subjects’ reasoning trajectories is a good indication of how directed their strategies are. Indeed, it seems possible that logical coherence is an intermediate factor between expertise and performance. This seems to be borne out by the fact that the logical coherence measure was strongly correlated with knowledge of DURESS and the P+F interface. These findings seem to naturally suggest that logical coherence would be related to performance. Our results support this suggestion, as logical coherence was significantly correlated with the primary performance measures.

It was observed that many subjects’ strategies seemed to consist mainly of a serial scan of the settings and states of system components, without any observable focus. These subjects’ verbalizations were concentrated mainly at the lower levels of abstraction, leading to a generally inefficient strategy. This was indicated by the significant negative correlations between the proportion of verbalizations in the Generalized-Function/Component cell of the means-end/part-whole space and both understanding and overall performance.

The seemingly contradictory fact that the proportion of verbalizations in the Physical-Form/Component cell showed a significant positive correlation with overall performance and
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Fig. 4. Integrative summary of the main findings from Experiment 2. Since the empirical evidence is based on correlations alone, the directions of the arrows are merely hypotheses regarding causation. Also, the second factor, mental model, was not directly measured in this experiment, and thus its influence is also conjectural.

Diagnosis is explained by the fact that two of the three types of fault trials required at least one judgment in this cell for proper diagnosis.

A summary of the results from Experiment 2 is illustrated in Fig. 4. In summary, effective performance was characterized by initiating search at a high level of abstraction, spending time overviewing the problem at a high level of abstraction, and searching through the means-end, part-whole, and topological links defined by the problem space in Fig. 3 in a coherent and connected manner. These findings provide clear support for the hypotheses generated by the rationale behind the psychological validity of the abstraction hierarchy.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The two experiments described here represent the first empirical tests of the EID framework. Experiment 1 showed that an interface based on the principles of EID can provide more support for KBB than a more traditional interface based on physical information alone. There are two reasons why this result is the most important obtained in Experiment 1. First, it provides evidence that an interface based on the principles of EID can indeed result in improved performance compared to a more traditional interface. Second, this result is important because it is the first time that an interface based on the abstraction hierarchy has been empirically demonstrated to result in superior performance as compared to another type of interface [24].

Experiment 2 tested the claim that an EID interface supports KBB by allowing subjects to initiate their search at a high level of abstraction and then gradually focus on the relevant system components at lower levels of abstraction. The results indicate that effective diagnosis performance is indeed associated with this “zooming in” pattern, as predicted. This result is very significant since it is, as far as we know, the first time that the psychological validity of an abstraction hierarchy representation has been tested in a quantitative and statistically reliable manner. Previous studies (see [19], and [26] for reviews) had shown that problem solving protocols could be mapped onto an abstraction hierarchy representation, but not that effective problem solving performance is associated with the “zooming in” strategy described earlier. Therefore, taken together, Experiments 1 and 2 provide tests of EID in terms of both product and process with very encouraging results.

It is important to point out that these findings are intended to be specific to demands requiring problem solving, or KBB. The experimental conditions were intentionally set up to evaluate how well the two interfaces support performance in novel situations and to minimize the influence of rote perceptual activity. In both experiments, subjects were faced with unfamiliar events and were not given any external aids except the interface itself.

The two experiments presented here also speak to the issue of expertise. Briefly, Experiment 1 uncovered some evidence that theoretical expertise is required to take full advantage of an EID interface. Experiment 2 tried to improve upon the definition of expertise adopted in Experiment 1. The results indicate that system-specific knowledge, and not generic analytical or control experience, is the best predictor of performance in a task requiring KBB. Note, however, that these results may be closely tied to the conditions under which Experiment 2 was conducted. The context-specific nature of expertise suggests that the predictive power of the background variables examined here may vary as a function of the task. Thus, the generalizability of this result needs to be explored in future studies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The findings presented here allow one to derive the following defensive conclusion: An interface based on an abstraction hierarchy representation of the work domain can provide knowledgeable subjects with more support for KBB than an interface based on physical variables alone. This conclusion is expected to generalize to other situations where operators are engaged in KBB, and to domains that are structurally similar to DURESS [see 22]. These results provide some initial support for the EID framework. This study is the first to demonstrate the advantage of an interface based on an abstraction hierarchy representation over a more traditional interface format [24].

Are these results really informative? Playing the role of devil’s advocate for a moment, one could argue that all
that has been demonstrated is that an interface with more information is better than an interface with less information, and that this finding is self-evident and need not have required any empirical evaluation. This may seem to be a reasonable criticism to some readers so it is important to clearly point out why this conclusion is incorrect.

The advantage of the P+F interface cannot be solely attributed to more information. While this contention has not been empirically tested here, a simple thought experiment should be sufficient to convince most readers of the validity of the claim. One could easily design an interface that had the information that was in the P interface and some extra information as well. To take a ludicrous example, one could also display the current temperatures in major cities around the world. But of course this added information would be of no use since it is completely unrelated to system goals. Therefore, it is not the case that the experimental results are merely due to the P+F interface containing more information than the P interface. The key is that the added levels of information are goal-relevant. EID provides a principled approach to identifying, a priori, the goal-relevant information that needs to be included in the interface.

A. Limitations

While this initial empirical evaluation of the EID framework has provided some encouraging results, it is evident that many questions remain unanswered. The most obvious is whether the differences between interfaces observed in this study will still hold with subjects who, like most operators, are expert at control but not theory. Also, we still do not know to what extent the benefits of the P+F interface are due to the added levels of information (content) or to the way in which that information is presented (form), except that both are important (see footnote 3).

The conclusions from the present study are also limited in terms of defensible generalizability. It remains to be seen how well these findings generalize to other settings, both within and outside of process control, and whether interfaces as effective as the P+F interface for DURESS could be developed by designers who are not intimately familiar with the theoretical principles of EID. There are also various design issues associated with visual form (see [1]) that are not addressed in detail by EID, and that therefore have not been investigated in this research. All of these factors can potentially affect the generalizability of the results presented here. Only when the effects of these manipulations have been studied will it be possible to defensively argue that the principles of EID have been evaluated in a comprehensive and sound manner.

The experiments presented here, like most others of this sort, fall well short of living up to such stringent criteria. These broad issues can only be settled by a long-term research program.

The final class of limitations of this research arise from the fact that there are a variety of important interface design issues which have simply not been addressed at all. The primary reason for this is that all of the information was displayed on a single display page. In large-scale systems, many display pages will be required to display all of the data and this introduces new design issues (e.g., context sensitivity, dialogue structure, and visual momentum). The important point to note, therefore, is that adherence to the principles of EID, as they are currently formulated [26], is necessary but by no means sufficient to guarantee effective performance in larger scale systems. These other design issues also need to be considered.

B. Contributions

While limited by these factors, this research has made several contributions to the study of interface design for complex human-machine systems. More specifically, the research program centered around EID addresses several of the research issues that were identified by a U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission workshop on human-machine interfaces [5]. For instance, the workshop participants recommended that interfaces should structure information at various levels of abstraction. Clearly, the idea of displaying multilevel information is a significant component of the EID framework, as evidenced by the prominence of the abstraction hierarchy. Moreover, EID is a principled approach to designing such interfaces because it has foundations in basic research in cognitive engineering and psychology, as evidenced by the influence of the SRK taxonomy and the abstraction hierarchy [19] and the concepts of ecological psychology [3], [7], respectively. (See [25] for a discussion of the relationship between ecological psychology and EID). Another outcome of the workshop was a call for evaluating whether an interface that represents process relationships in a manner that is consistent with a subject's mental model actually results in improved performance. According to the workshop report, this proposition had not been formulated as a testable hypothesis [5, p. 11]. The experiments described here are an initial attempt at dealing with this important research question. A further step in this direction would be to directly elicit subjects' mental models. In summary, the work presented here addresses several recognized research needs pertinent to interface design for complex systems.

Perhaps even more important, however, is the fact that the research generated by EID has been recognized by industry as being relevant to real design problems. More specifically, this research has influenced the design of Toshiba's prototype advanced control room for their next generation of NPP's [13]. Toshiba has explicitly adopted the EID framework, as well as some of the specific features of the P+F interface in Fig. 2. Several other companies have also incorporated portions of the P+F interface into smaller-scale demonstration prototypes as examples of principle-driven advanced control room design. This contribution to technology transfer indicates that, contrary to the opinion of some, it is in fact possible to have a close tie between fundamental basic research and significant applied problems.

VI. APPENDIX

This appendix describes the coding scheme that was used to analyze the verbal protocols. An example of a raw protocol and how that transcription was mapped onto an abstraction hierarchy representation are also presented.
Verbal Protocol Coding Scheme

The mapping of subjects' verbalizations onto the abstraction hierarchy representation of DURESS was done following, as closely as possible, the descriptions of the means-end/part-whole space developed by Bisantz and Vicente [2] (see Fig. 3). Subjects' verbalizations were illustrated as circled numbers in the appropriate cell of the matrix, as shown in Fig. 5. The mapping procedure became quite subjective whenever there was a one-to-one mapping between levels in the space. In these situations, the same verbalization could be mapped onto more than one cell in the space. To address this problem, rules were developed to ensure that the coding was consistent (see below). For the most part, however, the procedure was straightforward and objective, although extremely time consuming.

Judgments about the system goals, or the state of the system as a whole, were mapped in the Functional-Purpose/Whole-System cell. Statements about subsystems referring explicitly to mass or energy were mapped in the Abstract-Function/Subsystem cell. Statements about flows of heat and water were mapped at the Generalized Function level under either the Subsystem category (e.g., a statement about the flow being provided by feedwater stream 1) or the Component category (e.g., a statement about the flow through a specific valve). Serial scans of all the valves in a feedwater stream were mapped as separate verbalizations under the Component category. Statements concerning the states or settings of system components (e.g., valve or heater settings) were mapped at the Physical Function level under the Component category. In general, static concepts such as component settings, volume levels, and energy levels were mapped at the Physical Function level while dynamic concepts such as flows and rates of change were mapped at the Generalized Function level. Statements about the physical condition of components (e.g., a leak in a reservoir) were mapped in the Physical-Form/Component cell.

Links between verbalizations were mapped when subjects explicitly traversed a means-end, part-whole, or topological link [2]. For example, referring to Fig. 5, verbalizations 1, 2, and 3 are all connected since they are related by links in the problem space. Unrelated verbalizations or related verbalizations in non-adjacent cells of the means-end/part-whole space were not linked. Verbalizations 7, 8, and 9 in Fig. 5 are examples of unconnected verbalizations. When subjects traversed a link using a statement such as "X because Y", the directionality of the link was shown as proceeding from verbalization Y to verbalization X in order to change the sense of the statement to "Y therefore X" (e.g., verbalizations 2 and 3 in Fig. 5). Redundant statements were eliminated unless they were judged to be an important part of a series of verbalizations other than the one in which they were first expressed. Statements given after a scenario had ended were mapped separately (at the bottom of the cells) in order to distinguish them. Statements were no longer mapped after a subject correctly diagnosed the system unless they were relevant to the thought process which led to the diagnosis.

As mentioned, there was an inherent ambiguity concerning where to map thoughts referring to certain system components. The reservoirs in particular could be represented at the Generalized Function level under either the Subsystem or the Component categories, or at the Physical Function level under the Component category. Statements concerning the reservoirs which included references to the flows into and/or out of the reservoir were mapped in the Generalized-Function/Subsystem cell because they were felt to represent thoughts about the reservoir's interactions with its environment. Statements about the rate of change of volume in the reservoir were mapped in the Generalized-Function/Component cell because they were interpreted as referring to an internal change of state in the reservoir. Finally, statements about the (static) volume level were mapped in the Physical-Function/Component cell. References to the line connecting the input and output flowrates in the mass and energy graphics (see Fig. 2) were mapped in the Abstract-Function/Subsystem cell. Though the judgments being made were essentially ones about the relative input and output flowrates, it was felt that to consider the slope of the connecting line represented a step up in abstraction.

Transcription Example

The following is a typical example of a subject's verbalizations during a scenario. Bracketed numbers represent distinct thoughts which were mapped according to the rules just presented. The completed mapping is illustrated in Fig. 5. The bold number in the transcription signifies a correct diagnosis. Note the similarity between the problem solving trajectory presented in Fig. 5 and the trajectories produced by professional electronic troubleshooting technicians presented in [19, p. 119] and the simulated problem solving trajectories generated by a computer model presented in [2].
Subject X. Trial Y (change in volume - reservoir 2)

“Okay, the first thing I’m looking at is, there’s a deviation here (1).” (subject points to reservoir 2, focusing on the ‘mass-slope’ line (MS-2) connecting input and demand flows). “Because this line is sloped the way it is, the volume level should be going down, at a constant, relatively slow rate (2), but the output flow is slightly larger than the input flow rate (3).”

“Looking over here,” (4) (subject scans the whole feedwater system) “… the flows seem to be okay (5), and what I mean by that is, that given the valve settings (6), the flows are what they should be (R5).”

“Okay, the water level is going down in reservoir 2, that is, the volume is decreasing (7).”

“So overall, there is enough water in reservoir 1 to satisfy the demand (8), but pretty soon there won’t be in reservoir 2 … there’s going to be a shortage of water (9).”
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